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CORIBBON HOPF (FACE) ALGEBRAS GENERATED BY
LATTICE MODELS
TAKAHIRO HAYASHI
Abstract. By studying “points of the underlying quantum groups”of coquasi-
triangular Hopf (face) algebras, we construct ribbon categories for each lattice
models without spectral parameter of both vertex and face type. Also, we give
a classification of the braiding and the ribbon structure on quantized classical
groups and modular tensor categories closely related to quantum SU(N)L-
invariants of 3-manifolds.
1. introduction
It is widely accepted that (co-)quasitriangular Hopf algebra is a good algebraic
notion which expresses “quantum groups.” For, example, each lattice model w of
vertex type (and of face type) without spectral parameter naturally generates a
coquasitriangular (CQT) Hopf (face) algebra, thanks to the FRT construction and
the Hopf closure (or Hopf envelope) construction. The former construction assigns
w to the CQT bialgebra (or face algebra) A(w) (cf. [30], [24], [31], [7]), while the
latter construction assigns some CQT bialgebra (or face algebra)H to the CQT Hopf
(face) algebra Hc(H) ([16], [14]). However, to give applications of CQT Hopf (face)
algebras H to low-dimensional topology, we need one additional structure on these,
which is called the ribbon functional on H, a dual notion of the ribbon element. It
is known that there exists a Drinfeld’s double of a finite-dimensional Hopf algebra,
which has no ribbon element (cf. [22] Proposition 7). Also, it is known that the
ribbon functional of a CQT Hopf algebra is not necessarily unique even if it exists.
Hence it is natural to investigate sufficient conditions for the existence of the ribbon
functional on CQT Hopf (face) algebras, and to develop the classification theory of
the ribbon functionals.
One of the purpose of this paper is to prove the existence of the ribbon functionals
on CQT Hopf face algebras of the form Hc(A(w)) (cf. Theorem 6.5). This result
implies that each w produces a ribbon category, and therefore, it implies that w
generates a family of link invariants. We note that when w = Rˇ is a vertex model,
this family contains the link invariant constructed by Reshetikhin [29] (see Remark
at the end of Section 6). As byproducts, we also obtain several useful results on the
ribbon functionals on CQT Hopf face algebras.
The other purpose of this paper is to give the classification of the braidings and
the ribbon functionals on the function algebras Fun(Gq) of the quantized classical
groups Gq = GLq(N), SLq(N), SOq(N), Oq(N) and Spq(N), and also, on some
Hopf face algebrasS(AN−1; t)ǫ which are closely related to the SU(N)L-topological
quantum field theories. The braiding of these Hopf (face) algebras is not unique.
However, the non-uniqueness is explained using certain gradings of these algebras
via cyclic groups Γ. The ribbon functionals of these algebras always exist and the
number of those is at most two. We note that the proof of the former is very similar
to that of the classification of the braidings of Fun(Matq(N)) due to Takeuchi [35],
while the proof of the latter essentially depends on our general theory for Hc(A(w)).
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The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we recall basic concepts of the
face algebra. The notion of the face algebra generalizes that of the bialgebra, and is
necessary to study lattice models of face type and the corresponding link invariants
in the framework of the quantum group theory. In Section 3, we recall the relation
between lattice models and face algebras. In Section 4, we recall the Hopf closure
construction which is the the main tool of this paper. In Section 5, we give a study
of group-like elements of the dual algebras A(w)◦ and Hc(H)◦. It plays a crucial
role for our study of the ribbon functionals. In Section 6, we give several results on
the ribbon functionals of Hc(H) and its quotients. In Section 7 and Section 8, we
give the results for quantized classical groups and the algebras S(AN−1; t)ǫ stated
above.
The author is grateful to Dr. S. Suzuki for his useful informations.
Notation. Throughout this paper, we use Sweedler’s sigma notation for coalgebras
C and their right comodules U , such as (∆⊗ id)(∆(a)) =∑(a) a(1)⊗ a(2)⊗ a(3) (cf.
[26]). Also, we denote by ρU the coaction U → U ⊗C; u 7→
∑
(u) u(0)⊗u(1), and by
πU the left action of C
∗ on U given by πU (X)u =
∑
(u) u(0)X(u(1)) (u ∈ U,X ∈ C∗).
For a linear operator A on a vector space W with basis {p}, we define its matrix
[Apq]pq by Aq =
∑
p pA
p
q.
2. face algebras
Let H be an algebra over a field K equipped with a coalgebra structure (H,∆, ε).
Let V be a finite nonempty set and let eH,i = ei and
◦
eH,i =
◦
ei (i ∈ V) be elements of
H. We say that (H, {ei, ◦ei}) is a V-face algebra if the following relations are satisfied:
∆(ab) = ∆(a)∆(b), (2.1)
eiej = δijei,
◦
ei
◦
ej = δij
◦
ei, ei
◦
ej =
◦
ejei, (2.2)∑
k∈V
ek = 1 =
∑
k∈V
◦
ek, (2.3)
∆(
◦
eiej) =
∑
k∈V
◦
eiek ⊗ ◦ekej , ε(◦eiej) = δij , (2.4)
ε(ab) =
∑
k∈V
ε(aek)ε(
◦
ekb) (2.5)
for each a, b ∈ H and i, j ∈ V. We call elements ei and ◦ei face idempotents of H. We
denote by E = EH the subalgebra of H generated by face idempotents. It is known
that bialgebra is an equivalent notion of V-face algebra with #(V) = . For a V-face
algebra, we have the following formulas:
ε(
◦
eia) = ε(eia), ε(a
◦
ei) = ε(aei), (2.6)∑
(a)
a(1)ε(eia(2)ej) = eiaej, (2.7)
∑
(a)
ε(eia(1)ej)a(2) =
◦
eia
◦
ej , (2.8)
∆(a) =
∑
k,l∈V
∑
(a)
eka(1)el ⊗ ◦eka(2)◦el, (2.9)
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(a)
eia(1)ej ⊗ a(2) =
∑
(a)
a(1) ⊗ ◦eia(2)◦ej , (2.10)
∆(
◦
eieja
◦
ei′ej′ ) =
∑
(a)
◦
eia(1)
◦
ei′ ⊗ eja(2)ej′ (2.11)
for each a ∈ H and i, j, i′, j′ ∈ V.
For a V-face algebra H, its dual face algebra H◦ [9] is defined to be the dual
coalgebra of H equipped with product and face idempotents given by 〈XY, a〉 =∑
(a)〈X, a(1)〉〈Y, a(2)〉 (X,Y ∈ H◦, a ∈ H) and
〈eH◦,i, a〉 = ε(aeH,i), 〈◦eH◦,i, a〉 = ε(eH,ia) (a ∈ H, i ∈ V). (2.12)
Let x+, x−, e+ and e− be elements of an arbitrary algebra A. We say that x−
is an (e+, e−)-generalized inverse of x+ if the following four relations are satisfied:
x∓x± = e±, x±x∓x± = x±. (2.13)
We note that the (e+, e−)-generalized inverse of x+ is unique if it exists.
We say that a linear map S : H → H is an antipode of H, or H is a Hopf V-
face algebra if S is the (E+, E−)-generalized inverse of idH with respect to the
convolution product of EndK(H), where
E+(a) =
∑
k∈V
ε(aek)ek, E
−(a) =
∑
k∈V
ε(eka)
◦
ek (a ∈ H). (2.14)
An antipode of a V-face algebra is an antialgebra-anticoalgebra map, which satisfies
S(
◦
eiej) =
◦
ejei (i, j ∈ V). (2.15)
Let H be a V-face algebra and let R+ = R+H be an element of (H ⊗ H)∗ with
(m∗(1), (mop)∗(1))-generalized inverse R− = R−H , where m : H⊗H→ H denotes the
product of H. We say that R+ is a braiding of H or (H,R±) is a coquasitriangular
(or CQT) V-face algebra if the following relations are satisfied:
R+m∗(X)R− = (mop)∗(X) (X ∈ H∗), (2.16)
(m⊗id)∗(R+) = R+13R+23, (id⊗m)∗(R+) = R+13R+12. (2.17)
Here for Z ∈ (H⊗H)∗ and {i, j, k} = {1, 2, 3}, we define Zij ∈ (H⊗3)∗ by Zij(a1, a2, a3) =
Z(ai, aj)ε(ak) (a1, a2, a3 ∈ H). The braiding R+ satisfies the following relations:
R±12R±13R±23 = R±23R±13R±12, (2.18)
R∓∈∋R±∞∈R±∞∋ = R±∞∋R±∞∈R∓∈∋, R∓∞∋R∓∈∋R±∞∈ = R±∞∈R∓∈∋R∓∞∋,
(2.19)
R+(◦eieja◦ekel, b) = R+(a, ◦ejelb◦eiek), (2.20)
R−(◦eieja◦ekel, b) = R−(a, ◦ekeib◦elej), (2.21)
R+(◦eiej , a) = ε(ejaei), R+(a, ◦eiej) = ε(eiaej), (2.22)
R−(◦eiej, a) = ε(eiaej), R−(a, ◦eiej) = ε(ejaei) (2.23)
for each a, b ∈ H and i, j, k, l ∈ V. If H is a Hopf V-face algebra, then we have:
(S⊗id)∗(R+) = R−, (id⊗S)∗(R−) = R+. (2.24)
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Proposition 2.1. Let (H,R±) be a CQT V-face algebra.
(1) Then, R−21 : a⊗ b 7→ R−(b, a) gives another braiding of H.
(2) Let Γ be a semigroup and H =
⊕
γ∈ΓHγ a decomposition of H such that HγHδ ⊂
Hγδ and that ∆(Hγ) ⊂ Hγ ⊗Hγ. Let χ : Γ× Γ→ K× be a map such that χ(γ1γ2, δ)
= χ(γ1, δ)χ(γ2, δ), χ(γ, δ1δ2) = χ(γ, δ1)χ(γ, δ2). Then, there exists a new braiding
R+χ of H given by
R±χ (a, b) = χ(γ, δ)±1R±(a, b) (a ∈ Hγ , b ∈ Hδ). (2.25)
If (H,R±) is closable, then so is (H,R±χ ).
Proof. This is straightforward.
Let (H,R±) be a CQT Hopf V-face algebra and V an invertible central element of
H∗. We say that V is a ribbon functional of H, or (H,V) is a coribbon Hopf V-face
algebra if
m∗(V) = R−R−21(V ⊗ V), (2.26)
S∗(V) = V . (2.27)
A map f : H → K between V-face algebras is called a map of V-face algebras if
it is both an algebra and a coalgebra map such that f(ei) = ei, f(
◦
ei) =
◦
ei for each
i ∈ V. If both H and K have antipode, then we have
f(S(a)) = S(f(a)) (a ∈ H). (2.28)
A map f : H → K of V-face algebras between CQT V-face algebras is called a
map of CQT V-face algebras if
(f ⊗ f)∗(R+K ) = R+H. (2.29)
An ideal I of a V-face algebra H is called a biideal if it is a coideal of the underlying
coalgebra of H. If in addition, H is a CQT V-face algebra and I satisfies R±(I,H) =
R±(H, I) = 0, then I is called a CQT biideal of H. For each V-face algebra (resp.
CQT V-face algebra) H and its biideal (resp. CQT biideal) I, the quotient H/I
becomes a V-face algebra (resp. CQT V-face algebra) in an obvious manner.
3. lattice models and comodules
Let G be a finite oriented graph with set of vertices V = G0. For an edge p, we
denote by s(p) and r(p) its source (start) and its range (end) respectively. For each
m ≥ 1, we denote by Gm =∐i,j∈VGmij the set of paths of G of length m, that is,
p ∈ Gmij if p is a sequence (p1, . . . ,pm) of edges of G such that s(p) := s(p1) = i,
r(pn) = s(pn+1) (1 ≤ n < m) and r(p) := r(pm) = j. Also, we set s(i) = i = r(i),
G0 = {} and G0
|
= ∅ for each i ∈ V and j 6= i. Let H(G) be the linear span of the
symbols e
(
p
q
)
(p,q ∈ Gm,m ≥ 0). Then H(G) becomes a V-face algebra by setting
◦
ei =
∑
j∈V
e
(
i
j
)
, ej =
∑
i∈V
e
(
i
j
)
, (3.1)
e
(
p
q
)
e
(
r
s
)
= δr(p)s(r) δr(q)s(s) e
(
p · r
q · s
)
, (3.2)
∆
(
e
(
p
q
))
=
∑
t∈Gm
e
(
p
t
)
⊗ e
(
t
q
)
, ε
(
e
(
p
q
))
= δpq (3.3)
for each p,q ∈ Gm and r, s ∈ Gn (m,n ≥ 0). Here for paths p = (p1, . . . ,pm) and
r = (r1, . . . , rn), we set p ·r = (p1, . . . ,pm, r1, . . . , rn) if r(p) = s(r) and m,n ≥ 1,
and also, we set s(p) · p = p = p · r(p) for each p ∈ G (m ≥ 0).
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We say that a quadruple
(
rp
q
s
)
is a face if p,q, r, s ∈ G1 and
s(p) = s(r), r(p) = s(s), r(r) = s(q), r(q) = r(s). (3.4)
We say that (G, ) is a face model (or V-face model ) over K if w is a map which
assigns a scalar w
[
rp
q
s
]
∈ K to each face
(
rp
q
s
)
of G. A face model (G, ) is called a
vertex model if #(V) = . For convenience, we set w
[
rp
q
s
]
= 0 unless p,q, r, s ∈ G
satisfy (3.4). For a face model (G, ), we identify w with the linear operator on
KG :=
⊕
p∈G Kp given by
w(p,q) =
∑
(r,s)∈G2
w
[
r
p
s
q
]
(r, s) ((p,q) ∈ G). (3.5)
A face model is called invertible if w is invertible as an operator on KG. For an
invertible face model (G, ), we define another face model (G,−), using the identifi-
cation (3.5). An invertible face model is called star-triangular (or Yang-Baxter) if
w satisfies the braid relation w1w2w1 = w2w1w2, where w1 and w2 denote linear
operators on KG defined by w1(p,q, r) = w(p,q)⊗ r and w2(p,q, r) = p⊗w(q, r).
Here we identify (p,q, r) ∈ G with p⊗ q⊗ r ∈ (KG)⊗.
For a face model (G, ), we define the algebra A(G, ) = A() to be the quotient of
H(G) modulo the following relations:∑
(c,d)∈G2
w
[
a
c
b
d
]
e
(
c · d
p · q
)
=
∑
(r,s)∈G2
w
[
r
p
s
q
]
e
(
a · b
r · s
)
((p,q), (a,b) ∈ G2).
(3.6)
Then A(w) has a unique structure of V-face algebra such that the projection H(G)→
A() is a map of V-face algebras. For each n ≥ 0, KG\ becomes a comodule of An(w)
via ρ(q) =
∑
p∈G\ p⊗e
(
p
q
)
, where the subcoalgebra An(w) of A(w) is defined as the
linear span of the elements of the form e
(
p
q
)
(p,q ∈ G\). If (G, ) is star-triangular,
then there exist unique bilinear pairings R± on A(w) such that (A(w),R±) is a
CQT V-face algebra and that
R+
(
e
(
p
q
)
, e
(
r
s
))
= w
[
r
q
p
s
]
(3.7)
for each p,q, r, s ∈ G1 (cf. [24], [7], [31], [13]). We call R+ the canonical braiding
of A(w). For a vertex model w = Rˇ, A(w) coincides with FRT bialgebra AR, where
R = PRˇ and P (p,q) = (q,p).
Let G˜ be the orientation-reversed graph of G and let˜: G → G˜ ; p 7→ p˜ (m ≥ 0)
be the canonical bijection which satisfies p˜ · q = q˜ · p˜, s(p˜) = r(p) and r(p˜) = s(p).
We also define a new graph GLD by setting G
0
LD = V and GLD = G
∐
G˜. Let G×¯G˜
and G˜×¯G denote subsets of GLD consisting of elements of the form p · q˜ and p˜ · q
(p,q ∈ G) respectively. We define linear operators wLD, w−LD : K(G˜×¯G) → K(G×¯G˜)
by
wLD(p˜ · q) =
∑
r,s
wLD
[
r
p˜
s˜
q
]
r · s˜ ; wLD
[
r
p˜
s˜
q
]
=: w−1
[
p
q
r
s
]
, (3.8)
w−LD(p˜ · q) =
∑
r,s
w−LD
[
r
p˜
s˜
q
]
r · s˜ ; w−LD
[
r
p˜
s˜
q
]
=: w
[
p
q
r
s
]
. (3.9)
We say that a star-triangular V-face model (G, ) is closable if both wLD and w
−
LD
are invertible. In this case, we define a new V-face model (GLD, LD) by extending
wLD on KGLD via wLD|KG = w, wLD|K(G×¯G˜) = (w−LD)−1 and
wLD
[
r˜
p˜
q˜
s˜
]
= w
[
s
q
p
r
]
(p,q, r, s ∈ G). (3.10)
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We call wLD the Lyubashenko double of w. As in case (G, ) is a vertex model,
(GLD, LD) is a star-triangular face model.
Let H be a V-face algebra and U its (right) comodule. We define its face space
decomposition U =
⊕
i,j∈V U(i, j) by U(i, j) = πU (
◦
eiej)(U). Let V be another
H-comodule. We define the truncated tensor product U⊗V to be the vector space
U⊗V =
⊕
i,j,k∈V
U(i, k)⊗ V (k, j) (3.11)
equipped with the H-comodule structure given by
ρU⊗¯V (u⊗ v) =
∑
(u),(v)
(
u(0) ⊗ v(0)
)⊗ u(1)v(1), (3.12)
where ¯ : U ⊗ V → U⊗¯V denotes the projection ∑k πU (ek) ⊗ πV (◦ek). For H-
comodules U,U ′, V, V ′ and maps f ∈ Endπ(E)(U,U′), g ∈ Endπ(E)(V,V′), we set
f⊗¯g = (f ⊗ g)|U⊗V , (3.13)
where E = EH◦ . If both f and g are comodule maps, then so is f⊗¯g. The category
ComH of all H-comodules becomes a monoidal category via ⊗¯ and the category
ComfH of all finite-dimensional H-comodules becomes its sub monoidal category.
The category ComfH is rigid if and only if H has a bijective antipode.
Next, suppose H has a braiding R±. Then ComH and ComfH become braided
categories via the functorial isomorphism cUV : U⊗V ∼= V⊗U given by
cUV (u⊗ v) =
∑
(u),(v)
v(0) ⊗ u(0)R+(u(1), v(1)). (3.14)
If, in addition, H has a ribbon functional V , then ComfH becomes a ribbon category
(see e.g. [21]) via twist θU : U ∼= U given by θU = πU (V−∞). Conversely, we have
the following.
Proposition 3.1 ([24], [21]). Let H be a V-face algebra such that either ComH or
ComfH is a braided monoidal category with braiding {cUV }. Then, H becomes a
CQT V-face algebra via
R+(a, b) =
∑
k,l∈V
(ε⊗ ε) ◦ cLM (◦ekael ⊗ elb◦ek), (3.15)
R−(b, a) =
∑
k,l∈V
(ε⊗ ε) ◦ (cML)−1(◦ekael ⊗ elb◦ek), (3.16)
where L and M denote arbitrary finite-dimensional sub H-comodules of H such that
◦
eiaej ∈  L, ejb◦ei ∈M (i, j ∈ V). If, in addition, H has an antipode and ComfH is a
ribbon category with twist {θU}, then H becomes a coribbon Hopf V-face algebra via
V±∞(⊣) = ε(θ∓∞L (⊣)). (3.17)
Proof. To begin with, we note that the existence of such L and M follows from the
fundamental theorem of coalgebras, and that (3.15)-(3.17) do not depend on the
choice of L and M because of the naturality of c and θ. Here, we will give a proof
of the last assertion. Let V± ∈ H∗ be as in (3.17) and let U be a finite-dimensional
H-comodule. For each u∗ ∈ U∗, we define the H-comodule map Fu∗ : U → H by
Fu∗(u) =
∑
(u)〈u∗, u(0)〉u(1) (u ∈ U). Then, we have
〈u∗, θ∓1U (u)〉 =ε ◦ Fu∗ ◦ θ∓1U (u) = ε ◦ θ∓1Im(Fu∗) ◦ Fu∗(u) (3.18)
=〈u∗, πU (V±∞)⊓〉,
or equivalently,
θ∓1U (u) = πU (V±∞)⊓. (3.19)
Rewriting 〈u∗, θU (u)〉 = 〈θU∨(u∗), u〉 via this equality, we obtain S(V) = V .
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Let a and b elements of H and let L and M be as above. Since a⊗ b =∑k aek⊗
ekb by (2.5)-(2.7), we have
πL⊗¯M (V)(⊣ ⊗ ⌊) =
∑
(⊣),(⌊)
⊣(∞) ⊗ ⌊(∞)〈V ,⊣(∈)⌊(∈)〉 (3.20)
by (2.11). Using (3.19) and the equality θ−1
L⊗M
= c−1
L⊗M
◦ c−1
M⊗L
◦ (θ−1L ⊗¯θ−1M ), we see
that the left-hand side of the above equality is∑
(a),(b)
c−1
L⊗M
◦ c−1
M⊗L
(a(1) ⊗ b(1))V(⊣(∈))V(⌊(∈)) (3.21)
=
∑
(a),(b)
a(1) ⊗ b(1)R−(a(2), b(2))R−(b(3), a(3))V(⊣(△))V(⌊(△)),
(3.22)
where (3.21) follows from the fact that θL and θM commute with the action of the
face idempotents of H◦. Taking the image via ε⊗ ε, we get (2.26).
Let U be a finite-dimensional comodule of a CQT V-face algebra H. For each
i, j ∈ V, choose a basis G
|
of U(i, j). Let G be the oriented graph with set of vertexes
V and the set of edges G :=
∐
| G|. Then we obtain a star-triangular V-face model
(G,U) be setting
cUU (p⊗ q) =
∑
(r,s)∈G
wU
[
r
p
s
q
]
r⊗ s. ((p,q) ∈ G). (3.23)
4. Drinfeld functionals and the Hopf closure
Let (H,R±) be a CQT V-face algebra. We say that H is closable (or H is a
CCQT V-face algebra) if there exist both (F+,F−)-generalized inverse Q− of R+
and (F−,F+)-generalized inverse Q+ of R− in the algebra (H⊗Hcop)∗, where F±
denote bilinear forms on H defined by
F+(⊣, ⌊) =
∑
‖∈V
ε(⌉‖⊣)ε(⌉‖⌊), F−(⊣, ⌊) =
∑
‖∈V
ε(⊣⌉‖)ε(⌊⌉‖) (⊣, ⌊ ∈ H).
(4.1)
We call Q± Lyubashenko forms of H. The Lyubashenko forms of a CQT V-face
algebra are unique if they exist. If H has an antipode, then H is closable with
Lyubashenko forms given by
Q+(a, b) = R−(S(a), b), Q−(a, b) = R+(a, S(b)) (a, b ∈ H). (4.2)
For a star-triangular face model (G, ), A(w) is closable if and only if (G, ) is
closable. In this case, Lyubashenko forms Q± of A(w) satisfy
Q+
(
e
(
p
q
)
, e
(
r
s
))
= w−1LD
[
q˜
s
r
p˜
]
, Q−
(
e
(
p
q
)
, e
(
r
s
))
= wLD
[
s˜
q
p
r˜
]
(4.3)
for each p,q, r, s ∈ G1.
For a CCQT V-face algebra H, we define linear functionals Uν (ν = 1, 2) on H
via
U1(a) =
∑
(a)
Q−(a(2), a(1)), U2(a) =
∑
(a)
Q+(a(1), a(2)) (a ∈ H)
(4.4)
and call them Drinfeld functionals of H. The Drinfeld functionals of a CCQT V-face
algebra H are invertible in H∗ and satisfy the following relations:
U−11 (a) =
∑
(a)
Q+(a(2), a(1)), U−12 (a) =
∑
(a)
Q−(a(1), a(2)), (4.5)
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(Uν ⊗ Uν)R± = R±(Uν ⊗ Uν), (4.6)
U±1ν (
◦
eiej) = δij , U±ν (
◦
eia
◦
ej) = U±ν (eiaej), (4.7)
U1U2 = U2U1, (4.8)
m∗(U) = R−R−21(U ⊗ U) = (U ⊗ U)R−R−21, (4.9)
m∗(U−1) = R+21R+(U ⊗ U)−1 = (U ⊗ U)−1R+21R+ (4.10)
for each ν = 1, 2, a ∈ H and i, j ∈ V, where U stands for U∞ or U−∞∈ .
Let f : H → K be a map of CQT V-face algebras. If K is closable with
Lyubashenko forms Q±K and Drinfeld functionals UνK, then H is also closable with
Lyubashenko forms and Drinfeld functionals given by
Q±H = (f ⊗ f)∗(Q±K ), UνH = f∗(UνK). (4.11)
Next, we recall the Hopf closure (or Hopf envelope) construction of CQT Hopf
V-face algebras. It is introduced by Phung Ho Hai [16] for bialgebras, and inde-
pendently, by [14] for face algebras. Let H be a CCQT V-face algebra. We denote
by Hbop its biopposite V-face algebra, that is, Hbop is a V-face algebra equipped
with the opposite product and the opposite coproduct of H together with the face
idempotents
◦
eHbop,i = eH,i, eHbop,i =
◦
eH,i. (4.12)
Let σ : H→ Hbop be the canonical anti-isomorphism, which satisfies
σ(eH,i) =
◦
eHbop,i, σ(
◦
eH,i) = eHbop,i (i ∈ V). (4.13)
Then
Hˆ := H⊗E Hbop =
⊕
k,l∈V
H
◦
ekel ⊗ σ(H◦elek) (4.14)
becomes a V-face algebra by setting
(a⊗Eσ(b))(c⊗Eσ(d)) =
∑
(b),(c)
R−(b(1), c(3))Q+(b(3), c(1))ac(2)⊗Eσ(db(2)),
(4.15)
∆(a⊗Eσ(b)) =
∑
(a),(b)
(a(1)⊗Eσ(b(2)))⊗ (a(2)⊗Eσ(b(1))), (4.16)
ε(a⊗Eσ(b)) =
∑
k∈V
ε(aek)ε(bek), (4.17)
e
Hˆ,i = eH,i⊗Eσ(1H),
◦
e
Hˆ,i=
◦
eH,i ⊗Eσ(1H) (4.18)
for each a, b, c, d ∈ H and i ∈ V, Let J be the ideal of Hˆ generated by all elements
of the form: ∑
(a)
(1⊗Eσ(a(1)))(a(2)⊗E1)−
∑
k∈V
ε(aek)ek, (4.19)
∑
(a)
a(1)⊗Eσ(a(2))−
∑
k∈V
ε(eka)
◦
ek (a ∈ H). (4.20)
It is easy to verify that J becomes a biideal. We denote the quotient V-face algebra
Hˆ/J by Hc(H) and call it the Hopf closure of H. For simplicity, we denote an
element a⊗Eσ(b) + J of Hc(H) by aσ(b) for each a, b ∈ H. The Hopf closure Hc(H)
has a unique structure of CQT Hopf V-face algebra such that the canonical map
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ι : H→ Hc(H); a 7→ a⊗E1 + J (a ∈ H) is a map of CQT V-face algebras. Explicitly,
the antipode of Hc(H) is given by
S(aσ(b)) =
∑
(b)
Uν(⌊(∞))⌊(∈)σ(⊣)U−∞ν (⌊(∋)) (ν =∞,∈). (4.21)
When H is a bialgebra, the underlying Hopf algebra of Hc(H) agrees with the Hopf
envelope of H in the sense of Manin [25]. The Hopf closure has the following
universal mapping property.
Theorem 4.1. Let H be a CCQT V-face algebra and K a CQT Hopf V-face algebra.
Let f : H → K be a map of CQT V-face algebras. Then there exists a unique map
f¯ : Hc(H)→ K of CQT V-face algebras such that f = f¯ ◦ ι, where ι : H → Hc(H) is
given by ι(a) = a⊗E1 + J (a ∈ H). Explicitly, we have
f¯(aσ(b)) = f(a)S(f(b)). (4.22)
Proposition 4.2. Let H be a CQT V-face algebra (resp. CQT Hopf V-face algebra)
and U its finite-dimensional comodule. Let (G,U) be a face model given by (3.23).
Then there exists a unique map f : A(wU) → H (resp. f : Hc(A(wU)) → H) of
CQT V-face algebras such that (idKG ⊗ f) ◦ ρH = ρA(wU) (resp. (idKG ⊗ f) ◦ ρH =
ρHc(A(wU))).
Proof. See [13] for a proof of the assertion for A(wU). The assertion for Hc(A(wU))
follows from that of A(wU) and the universal mapping property of Hc.
Proposition 4.3. For each CQT Hopf V-face algebra H, we have:
S∗(U±11 ) = U∓12 , S∗(U±12 ) = U∓11 , (4.23)
UνXU−1ν = (S2)∗(X) (X ∈ H∗, ν = 1, 2). (4.24)
In particular, S is bijective and U1U−12 is a central element of H∗.
Proof. (cf. Drinfeld [5]). The relation (4.23) follows from (4.2), (2.24) and (4.5).
Substituting
∑
(c) c(2) ⊗ S(c(1)) into R+m∗(X) = (mop)∗(X)R+, we obtain∑
(c)
U∞(⌋(∈))⌋(∋)S(⌋(∞)) =
∑
(c)
S(c(2))c(3)Q−(c(4), c(1))
=
∑
(c)
∑
k∈V
ekQ−(c(2)◦ek, c(1))
=
∑
k∈V
U∞(
◦
⌉‖⌋)⌉‖,
where the second equality follows from (2.8) and the third equality follows from
(2.21) and (2.11). Using this relation, we compute∑
(c)
S2(c(1))U∞(⌋(∈)) =
∑
(c)
∑
k∈V
U∞(
◦
⌉‖⌋(∈))⌉‖S∈(⌋(∞))
=
∑
(c)
U∞(⌋(∋))⌋(△)S(S(⌋(∞))⌋(∈))
=
∑
(c)
∑
k∈V
U∞(⌋(∞)
◦
⌉‖)⌋(∈)
◦
⌉‖
=
∑
(c)
U∞(⌋(∞))⌋(∈),
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where the first equality follows from (2.9) and (2.15) and the last equality follows
from (4.7) and (2.9). Substituting this into X ∈ H∗, we get ((S2)∗(X)U∞)(⌋) =
(U∞X )(⌋), which proves (4.24) for ν = 1.
5. Group-like functionals
Let g be an element of a V-face algebra H. We say that g is group-like if
∆(g) =
∑
k∈V
gek ⊗ g◦ek, (5.1)
g
◦
eiej =
◦
eiejg, ε(g
◦
eiej) = δij (5.2)
for each i, j ∈ V. We say that a linear functional G on H is group-like if it is group-
like as an element of the dual face algebra H◦. Explicitly, G is group-like if and only
if it satisfies
G(ab) =
∑
k∈V
G(aek)G(◦ekb), (5.3)
G(◦eia◦ej) = G(eiaej), (5.4)
G(◦eiej) = δij (5.5)
for each a, b ∈ H and i, j ∈ V. We say that G is invertible if it is invertible as an
element of the dual algebra H∗. We denote by GLF(H) the set of all group-like
functionals of H, and by GLF(H)× the set of all invertible group-like functionals.
Note that
GLF(H) = HomK−A⋖ð(H,K) (5.6)
if H is a bialgebra.
Lemma 5.1. (1) The correspondence H 7→ GLF(H) defines a contravariant functor
from the category of V-face algebras to the category of semigroups.
(2) Let H be a V-face algebra and I its biideal. Then the projection p : H→ K = H/I
gives
p∗ : GLF(K) ∼= {G ∈ GLF(H) | G(I) = 0}. (5.7)
(3) If H has an antipode, then GLF(H) = GLF(H)× and
S∗(G) = G−1. (5.8)
for each G ∈ GLF(H).
Proof. The proof of Part (1) is straightforward. Taking the dual of 0→ I → H →
K→ 0, we obtain
p∗ : K∗ ∼= {X ∈ H∗ |X(I) = 0}. (5.9)
It is straightforward to verify that M ∈ GLF(K) if and only if p∗(M) ∈ GLF(H)
for each M∈ K∗. This proves Part (2). See [11] Proposition 7.1 for a proof of Part
(3).
Lemma 5.2. Let H be a CQT V-face algebra.
(1) For each group-like functional G on H, we have
(G ⊗ G)R± = R±(G ⊗ G). (5.10)
Hence, for each H-comodules U and V , we have
(πV (G)⊗¯πU (G))⌋UV = ⌋UV(πU (G)⊗¯πV (G)). (5.11)
(2) If H is closable, then
U∞U∈ ∈ GLF(H). (5.12)
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Proof. Since R+ = (mop)∗(1)R+, we have (G ⊗ G)R+ = (mop)∗(G)R+. Hence the
first assertion of Part (1) follows from (2.16). The second assertion follows from the
first assertion. Part (2) follows from (4.7) and (4.9)-(4.10).
Let H be a V-face algebra and G its group-like functional. We define coad(G) : H→ H
by
coad(G)(⊣) =
∑
(⊣)
G−∞(⊣(∞))⊣(∈)G(⊣(∋)) (⊣ ∈ H). (5.13)
Using (5.3)-(5.5) and (2.10), we see that coad(G) is an automorphism of H.
Proposition 5.3. For H = H(G) or A(w), the map H∗ → End(KG); X 7→ πKG(X)
gives the following semigroup isomorphisms :
GLF(H(G)) ∼= Endπ(E)(KG), (5.14)
GLF(A(w)) ∼= {G ∈ Endπ(E)(KG) ∣∣ (G⊗¯G) = (G⊗¯G)}, (5.15)
where E = EH◦ is as in Sect. 2.
Proof. For each element G of the right-hand side of (5.14), we define a linear func-
tional G = GHG on H(G) by setting
G
(
⌉
(〉
|
))
= δ〉|, G
(
⌉
(
p
q
))
= Gp1q1 · · · Gpmqm (5.16)
for each paths p = (p1, . . . ,pm) and q = (q1, . . . ,qm) of lengthm > 0 and i, j ∈ V.
It is straightforward to verify that G is a group-like functional of H(G). Hence πKG
gives a surjection GLF(H(G))→ Endπ(E)(KG). Conversely, for G ∈ GLF(H(G)), set
G = πKG(G). Then by (5.3)-(5.5), we have (5.16). Thus we get the isomorphism
(5.14). Next we show (5.15). By (5.11), πKG defines a well-defined map from
GLF(A(w)) to the right-hand side of (5.15). Hence it suffices to construct the
inverse of this map. Let G be an element of the right-hand side of (5.15) and let
GHG ∈ GLF(H(G)) be as above. By (5.11), we have
GHG
 ∑
(c,d)∈G2
⊒
[
a
c
b
d
]
⌉
(
c · d
p · q
)
−
∑
(r,s)∈G2
⊒
[
r
p
s
q
]
⌉
(
a · b
r · s
) = ′
(5.17)
for each (p,q), (a,b) ∈ G2. By (5.3), this shows that GHG vanishes on the biideal
Ker(H(G) → A()) and that it induces an element of GLF(A(w)). This completes
the proof of (5.15).
Proposition 5.4. For each CCQT V-face algebra, the canonical map ι : H→ Hc(H)
induces the isomorphism
ι∗ : GLF(Hc(H)) ∼= GLF×(H), (5.18)
whose inverse G 7→ GHc is given by
GHc(⊣σ(⌊)) =
∑
‖∈V
G(⊣⌉‖)G−∞(⌊⌉‖). (5.19)
Proof. By Lemma 5.1 (1), it suffices to show that (5.19) gives the inverse of the
correspondence ι∗. It is easy to verify that there exists a linear functional Gˆ ∈ Hˆ∗
which sends a⊗Eσ(b) to the right-hand side of (5.19) and that Gˆ satisfies (5.4) and
(5.5). Using (5.3) for G±∞, we obtain
Gˆ((a⊗E1)x(1⊗Eσ(d))) =
∑
i,j∈V
G(⊣⌉〉)Gˆ(
◦
⌉〉§⌉|)G−∞(⌈⌉|) (⊣, ⌈ ∈ H, x ∈ Hˆ).
(5.20)
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By replacing x with (1⊗Eσ(b))(c⊗Eσ(1)), we obtain
Gˆ((a⊗Eσ(b))(c⊗Eσ(d))) =
∑
i,j∈V
G(⊣⌉〉)Gˆ((∞⊗Eσ(⌊⌉〉))(⌋⌉|⊗Eσ(∞)))G−∞(⌈⌉|).
(5.21)
On the other hand, using (5.4), (2.10) and (2.21), we obtain
Gˆ((1⊗Eσ(b))(c⊗Eσ(1))) =
∑
k∈V
∑
(b),(c)
R−(b(1)ek, c(3)◦ek)Q+(b(3), c(1))G−∞(⌊(∈))G(⌋(∈))
=
∑
(b),(c)
〈(1 ⊗ G)R−(G−∞ ⊗∞), ⌊(∞) ⊗ ⌋(∈)〉Q+(⌊(∈), ⌋(∞)). (5.22)
By (5.10), the right-hand side of the above equality is∑
(b),(c)
G−∞(⌊(∞))R−(⌊(∈), ⌋(∈))Q+(⌊(∋), ⌋(∞))G(⌋(∋)) =
∑
‖∈V
G−∞(⌉‖⌊)G(⌉‖⌋).
(5.23)
Hence the right-hand side of (5.21) is∑
i,j,k∈V
G(⊣⌉〉)G−∞(⌉‖⊣⌉〉)G(⌉‖⌋⌉|)G−∞(⌈⌉|) =
∑
‖∈V
Gˆ((⊣⊗Eσ(⌊))⌉‖)Gˆ(⌉‖(⌋⊗Eσ(⌈))).
(5.24)
Thus Gˆ is a group-like functional of Hˆ. Using (5.3) for Gˆ, we compute
Gˆ
◦eiej
∑
(a)
(1⊗Eσ(a(1)))(a(2)⊗E1)
 ◦ekel

=
∑
m∈V
∑
(a)
G−∞(
◦
⌉m⊣(∞)
◦
⌉|⌉〉)G(
◦
⌉m⊣(∈)
◦
⌉‖⌉l) =
∑
(⊣)
δ〉|δ‖lG−∞(⊣(∞)
◦
⌉|)G(⊣(∈)⌉l)
= δijδklδjlε(ael) = Gˆ
(
◦
eiej
(∑
m∈V
ε(aem)em
)
◦
ekel
)
(5.25)
for each i, j, k, l ∈ V and a ∈ H, where the second equality follows from (5.4) and
(2.9) and the third equality follows from (2.11). By repeating similar calculation, we
see that Gˆ induces a group-like functional GHc on Hc(H). Now it is straightforward
to verify that G 7→ GHc gives the inverse of ι∗.
Combining Proposition 5.3 and Proposition 5.4, we obtain the group isomorphism
Φ:
{
G ∈ Autπ(E)(KG)
∣∣ (G⊗¯G) = (G⊗¯G)} ∼= GLF(Hc(A(w)))
(5.26)
for each star-triangular face model (G, ).
6. A classification theory of ribbon functionals
Lemma 6.1. For a coribbon Hopf V-face algebra H, we have
V±∞(
◦
⌉〉⊣
◦
⌉|) = V±∞(⌉〉⊣⌉|), V±∞(
◦
⌉〉⌉|) = δ〉|, (6.1)
V∈ = U∞U−∞∈ , (6.2)
m∗(V−∞) = (V ⊗ V)−∞R+∈∞R+. (6.3)
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Proof. The first equality of (6.1) follows from the fact that V commutes with the
face idempotents of H◦. Using (2.26) and (2.23), we obtain
V(⊣) =
∑
j,k∈V
∑
(a)
R−(ej , a(1))R−(a(2), ◦ejek)V(
◦
⌉‖)V(⊣(∋)) (6.4)
=
∑
k∈V
V(
◦
⌉‖)V(
◦
⌉‖⊣)
= 〈
∑
k∈V
V(
◦
⌉‖)
◦
⌉‖V ,⊣〉,
which implies
∑
k V(
◦
⌉‖)
◦
⌉‖ = ∞. Since {
◦
ek} is linearly independent by the second
equality of (2.4), this proves V(
◦
⌉‖) = ∞, or the second equality of (6.1). By a
similar discussion to [21] page 351, we obtain πM (V∈) = πM (U∞U−∞∈ ) for every
H-comodule M . Hence (6.2) follows from the fundamental theorem of coalgebras
(cf. [33] page 46). Using the fact that R− is the (m∗(1), (mop)∗(1))-generalized
inverse of R+, we obtain
R−R−21R+21R+ = m∗(1) = R+21R+R−R−21. (6.5)
Hence the right-hand side of (6.3) is the inverse ofm∗(V) in the algebram∗(1)(H⊗2)∗
m∗(1). This proves (6.3).
Proposition 6.2. Let H be a CQT Hopf V-face algebra and V an invertible element
of H∗. Then (H,V) is a coribbon Hopf V-face algebra if and only if M = U∞V−∞
is group-like and satisfies the following relations :
MXM−1 = (S2)∗(X) (X ∈ H∗), (6.6)
M∈ = U∞U∈. (6.7)
Proof. To begin with, we note that the equivalence of V ∈ Z(H∗) and (6.6) follows
from (4.24), and that that of (2.26) and (5.1) for g = M follows from (4.9), (6.3)
and (6.5). Suppose V is a ribbon functional. Then the relation (6.7) follows from
(6.2) and (4.8), while the first (resp. second) relation of (5.2) for g = M follows
from (4.24) and (2.15) (resp. (4.7) and the second relation of (6.1)). Conversely, if
M satisfies the above conditions, (2.27) follows from (6.2), (4.8) and (5.8).
For a coribbon Hopf V-face algebra (H,V), we call M = U∞V−∞ the modified
ribbon functional on H corresponding to V . For each CQT Hopf V-face algebra H,
we denote by Rib(H) the set of all ribbon functionals on H and by MRib(H) the set
of all modified ribbon functionals on H.
Proposition 6.3. Let (H,R±) be a CQT Hopf V-face algebra. (1) We have
MRib((H,R∓21)) = MRib((H,R±)). (6.8)
(2) Let Hγ (γ ∈ Γ) and χ be as in Proposition 2.1. Then we have
MRib((H,R±χ )) = MRib((H,R±)). (6.9)
Proof. Let U〉, U ′〉 and U〉,χ (i = 1, 2) be the Drinfeld functionals of (H,R±), (H,R∓21)
and (H,R±χ ) respectively. Then we have U ′∞ = U∈, U ′∈ = U∞ and
U∞,χ(⊣) = χ(γ, γ)−∞U∞(⊣), U∈,χ(⊣) = χ(γ, γ)U∈(⊣) (⊣ ∈ Hγ).
(6.10)
Hence the assertions follows from the definition of the modified ribbon functional
and (4.8).
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Theorem 6.4. For each closable star-triangular face model (G, ), the map πKG gives
the following bijection:
Rib(Hc(A(w))) ∼= {V ∈ AutHc(A(w))(KG) |V = πKG(U∞U−∞∈ )}.
(6.11)
Equivalently, πKG gives
MRib(Hc(A(w))) ∼= {M |MπKG(U∞)−∞ ∈ AutHc(A(w))(KG), M = πKG(U∞U∈)}.
(6.12)
Proof. Let M be an element of the right-hand side of (6.12). By (4.6), πKG(Uν)⊗¯
πKG(Uν) commutes with w for each ν = 1, 2. HenceM belongs to the right-hand side
of (5.15). Set M = Φ(M), where Φ is as in (5.26). Since πKG(M∈) = πKG(U∞U∈),
we have M∈ = U∞U∈ by Lemma 5.2 (3). By (4.24), we have coad(M)(⌉
(
p
q
)
) =
S−2(e
(
p
q
)
), for each p,q ∈ G. Since coad(M) is an automorphism and e(p
q
)
, S(e
(
p
q
)
)
(p,q ∈ G) and e(ij) (i, j ∈ V) generate Hc(A(w)), this shows that coad(M) = S−∈.
Thus M is a modified ribbon functional of Hc(A(w)). Conversely, it is clear that
πKG maps the left-hand side of (6.12) into the right-hand side of (6.12). Thus we
get the theorem.
Theorem 6.5 ([29]). For each closable star-triangular face model (G, ) over an al-
gebraically closed field K of chK 6= 2, Hc(A(w)) has a ribbon functional.
Proof. It suffices to construct a linear operator V which belongs to the right-hand
side of (6.11). Let A be the operator πKG(U∞U−∞∈ ) and A = S + N its Jordan
decomposition, that is, S is a diagonalizable operator and N is a nilpotent operator
such that SN = NS. Let λi (1 ≤ i ≤ k) be (mutually distinct) eigenvalues of S and
Pi the projection corresponding to λi. It is known that Pi = fi(A) and N = g(A)
for some polynomials fi, g ∈ K[X]. Let
√
λi be a square root of λi and define a
operator V by V =
∑
i
√
λiPih(S
−1N), where h ∈ K[X] is defined by
h(X) = 1 +
♯G∑
n=0
(−1)n2−2n−1 1
n+ 1
(
2n
n
)
Xn+1. (6.13)
Then, we have V 2 = A. Since U∞U−∞∈ is a central element of Hc(A(w))∗ and V
is a polynomial of A, we have V ∈ AutHc(A(w))(KG). By the theorem above, this
proves the existence of a ribbon functional on Hc(A(w)).
Let (G, ) be a closable star-triangular face model. We say that (G, ) is (absolutely)
irreducible if KG is (absolutely) irreducible as an Hc(H)-comodule. As an immediate
consequence of the Theorem 6.4 and Schur’s Lemma, we have the following.
Theorem 6.6. Let (G, ) be an irreducible closable star-triangular face model over
an algebraically closed field. Then we have ♯Rib(Hc(A(w))) = 2 if chK 6= 2 and
♯Rib(Hc(A(w))) = 1 if chK = 2.
Theorem 6.7. Let (G, ) be an absolutely irreducible closable star-triangular face
model. SupposeM ∈ GL(KG) satisfies∑rsMpr e(rs)(M−1)sq = S2(e(pq)) and Tr(M) =
Tr(M−1) 6= 0. Then we have
MRib(Hc(A(w))) = {Φ(±M)}. (6.14)
Proof. By Schur’s lemma, we have π(Uν) = cνM for some nonzero constant cν
(ν = 1, 2). Since Trπ(U∞) = Trπ(U−∞∈ ) by (4.4) and (4.5), we obtain c1Tr(M) =
c−12 Tr(M
−1). Therefore M belongs to the right-hand side of (6.12).
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Proposition 6.8. Let (G, ) be a closable star-triangular face model and let K =
Hc(A(w))/I be a quotient CQT Hopf V-face algebra of H := Hc(A(w)) such that
KG is absolutely irreducible as a K-comodule. Then the projection p : H → K gives
the isomorphism
p∗ : MRib(K) ∼= {M ∈MRib(Hc(A(w))) |M(I) = 0}. (6.15)
Proof. We prove the assertion by using Lemma 5.1 (2). LetM be a group-like func-
tional on K. It suffices to verify that coad(M) = S−2 if and only if coad(p∗(M)) =
S−2. Since coad(M)(√(⊣)) = p(coad(p∗(M))(⊣)) for each a ∈ H, the “if”-part is
obvious. Suppose coad(M) = S−2 and setM := πKG(M). Since πHKG(p∗(M)) =M,
we have Φ(M) = p∗(M). On the other hand, using (4.11) and Schur’s Lemma, we
see that MπH
KG(U∞)−∞ is a scalar multiple of the identity operator. Hence M
belongs to the right-hand side of (6.12). By Theorem 6.4, this proves the proposi-
tion.
Let H be a CQT Hopf V-face algebra. We say that H is monogenerated if there exists
an absolutely irreducible H-comodule U such that H is generated by
◦
eiej (i, j ∈ V),
the image C of the corepresentation End(U)∗ → H and S(C), as an algebra.
Lemma 6.9. Let H be a CQT Hopf V-face algebra over K and F a field extension
of K. Then H⊗ F naturally becomes a CQT Hopf V-face algebra over F and there
exists an injection Rib(H)→ Rib(H⊗ F); V 7→ VF given by VF(⊣ ⊗∞F) = V(⊣).
Proof. This is straightforward.
Proposition 6.10. For each monogenerated CQT Hopf V-face algebra H, we have
♯Rib(H) ≤ 2 if chK 6= 2 and ♯Rib(H) ≤ 1 if chK = 2
Proof. Let (G,U) and f : Hc(A(wU)) → H be as in Proposition 4.2. Since H is
monogenerated, f is surjective for a suitable absolutely irreducible comodule U .
Now the assertion is an immediate consequence of (6.15), Theorem 6.6 and the
lemma above.
Remark. (1) To construct a link invariant via a lattice model (G, ), it is usual to
assume that (G, ) is “enhanced” in the sense of [36] (cf. [1], [18], [36]). Theorem 6.5
says that the assumption is superfluous provided that (G, ) is closable. For vertex
models, this was first proved by Reshetikhin [29].
(2) Combining Theorem 6.5 with the categorical framework of the link invariant
[37], we obtain an invariant of framed links colored by comodules of Hc(A(w)), for
each closable star-triangular face model (G, ). Choosing the Hc(A(w))-comodule KG
as a color, we obtain an invariant Iw(L) of framed links L which agrees with the
known one. However, if (G, ) is constructed from a (four-weight) spin model (Wi)
([18], [3]), Iw(L) does not agree with the known invariant Z(Wi)(L). In fact we have
Iw(L) = Z(Wi)(L)Z
∗
(Wi)
(L), where Z∗(Wi)(L) is the “dual invariant” of Z(Wi)(L).
7. Quantized classical groups
Let Xl be one of the Dynkin diagram of type Al, Bl, Cl or Dl, where l ≥ 1 if
X = A and l ≥ 2 if X = B,C or D. We define integers N and ν by
N =

l + 1 (X = A)
2l+ 1 (X = B)
2l (X = C,D),
ν =

0 (X = A)
−1 (X = B,D)
1 (X = C).
(7.1)
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For X = B,C,D and 1 ≤ i ≤ N , we set i′ = N + 1− i and i¯ = i− σiν/2, where
σi =

1 (1 ≤ i < (N + 1)/2)
0 (i = (N + 1)/2)
−1 ((N + 1)/2 < i ≤ N),
ǫi =
{
1 (1 ≤ i ≤ (N + 1)/2)
−ν ((N + 1)/2 ≤ i ≤ N). (7.2)
Also we set σi ≡ 1 for X = A. Let Rˇ = Rˇq(Xl) be Jimbo’s solution of the Yang-
Baxter equation of type Xl:
Rˇq(Al) = q
−1
N∑
r=1
Err ⊗ Err +
∑
r 6=s
Ers ⊗ Esr − (q − q−1)
∑
r>s
Err ⊗ Ess,
(7.3)
Rˇq(Xl) =
∑
r; r 6=r′
(q−1Err ⊗ Err + qErr′ ⊗ Er′r) +
∑
r; r=r′
Err ⊗ Err +∑
r,s; r 6=s,s′
Ers⊗Esr+(q−q−1)
∑
r>s
(−Err⊗Ess+ǫrǫsqr−sErs′⊗Er′s) (X = B,C,D),
(7.4)
where for X = A,C,D (resp. X = B), q (resp. q1/2) denotes a non-zero number
such that q2 6= 1, and Ers ∈Mat(N,K) denote the matrix units. For X = B,C,D,
we also set λ = −νq−N−ν .
For 1 ≤ i, j ≤ N , we denote by tij the element e
(
i
j
)
of A(Rˇ), or its image by
an arbitrary bialgebra map. For each η ∈ K×, we denote by R+η the canonical
braiding of the FRT bialgebra A(ηRˇ) or its Hopf closure Hc(A(ηRˇ)). Since A(Rˇ)
(resp. Hc(A(Rˇ))) is isomorphic to A(ηRˇ) (resp. Hc(A(ηRˇ))) as a bialgebra, we
regard {R+η } as a one-parameter family of braidings of A(Rˇ) (resp. Hc(A(Rˇ))).
Theorem 7.1 (Takeuchi [35]). Any braidings of A(Rˇq(Xl)) are either of the form
R+η or of the form (R−η )21, where η ∈ K×.
Proof. For X = A, this theorem has been proved by M. Takeuchi [35]. Here we
give a proof for X = B,C,D by imitating his arguments. It is well known that
the operators g := Rˇ and e := (g − g−1)/µ+ 1 give a representation of the Birman-
Murakami-Wenzl algebra on (KN)⊗3 (cf. [2], [27]), where µ = q − q−1. That is, we
have the following formulas:
(gi − λ−1)(gi + q)(gi − q−1) = 0 (i = 1, 2), (7.5)
g1g2g1 = g2g1g2, e1g2e1 = λe1, e2g1e2 = λe2, (7.6)
where, as usual, we set f1 = f ⊗ idKN and f2 = idKN ⊗ f for f ∈ EndK((KN)⊗2). As
consequences of these relations, we also obtain the following formulas:
g2i = −µgi + λ−1µei + 1, e2i = ζei, (7.7)
eigi = giei = λ
−1ei, (7.8)
eiejei = ei, eigjei = λei, (7.9)
eiejgi = eigj − µeiej + µei, giejei = gjei − µejei + µei, (7.10)
eigjgi = eiej , gigjei = ejei, (7.11)
giejgi − gjeigj = µ(eigj + gjei − ejgi − giej) + µ2(ei − ej) (7.12)
for (i, j) = (1, 2), (2, 1), where ζ = −(λ − λ−1)µ−1 + 1. By (7.7) and (7.8), we see
that {g, e, 1} is a linear basis of the algebra 〈g〉.
Let B be a braiding of A(Rˇ)) and Bˇ ∈ End((KN)⊗2) the corresponding solution
of the Yang-Baxter equation. Since A2(Rˇ)
∗ is the commutant of the algebra 〈g〉 in
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EndK((KN)⊗2), Bˇ belongs to the double commutant of 〈g〉. By [17] page 202, this
implies Bˇ ∈ 〈g〉. Hence Bˇ is of the form ag + be+ c for some a, b, c ∈ K. Rewriting
the Yang-Baxter equation for Bˇ via the formulas above, we obtain
(µa2b + ab2)X + (−µa2c+ ac2)Y
+ {b3 + µ2a2b+ (λ+ 2µ)ab2 + λ−1µa2c+ ζb2c+ bc2 + 2λ−1abc}Z = 0, (7.13)
where
X = e1g2 + g2e1 − e2g1 − g1e2, Y = g1 − g2, Z = e1 − e2.
(7.14)
Since X,Y, Z are linearly independent, we obtain three algebraic equations for a, b
and c. Solving these, we see that Bˇ is proportional to either g, g−1 = g − µe + µ,
1 + αe or 1, where α denotes a solution of x2 + ζx + 1 = 0. Suppose Bˇ = η or
η(1 + αe) for some η ∈ K×. Then using (2.17), we obtain
B(⊔∞∈⊔∈∞, ⊔∈∈) = η∈, B(⊔∈∞⊔∞∈, ⊔∈∈) = ′. (7.15)
On the other hand, substituting t21 ⊗ t12 into (2.16), we obtain t21t12 = t12t21, a
contradiction. Therefore Bˇ is proportional to either g or g−1. This completes the
proof of the theorem.
The following lemma allows us to apply our general results developed in Sect. 6 to
the Hopf closures.
Lemma 7.2. For each q and η, KN = KG is absolutely irreducible as a comodule
of Hc(A(ηRˇq(Xl))). In particular, Hc(A(ηRˇq(Xl))) is monogenerated.
Since the proof of this lemma is quite similar to that of Lemma 7.4 below, we omit
it. Next, we determine the ribbon functionals of the Hopf closure of A(ηRˇq(Xl)).
We note that the following result immediately follows from Theorem 6.7 and the
formula (7.37) given below, except for the case
∑
i q
2i−N−1−σiν = 0.
Proposition 7.3. For each η ∈ K×, Hc(A(ηRˇq(Xl))) has exactly two (resp. one)
modified ribbon functionals M± given by
M±(⊔〉|) = ±δ〉|∐∈〉−N−∞−σ〉ν (7.16)
if chK 6= 2 (resp. chK = 2).
Proof. We will prove this result using Proposition 6.10 and Theorem 6.4. Using
(7.37) and (4.24), we obtain
(π(U∞)⊗ id) ◦ ρ ◦ π(U∞)−∞(⊓|) =
∑
〉
⊓〉 ⊗∐∈(〉−|)−(σ〉−σ|)ν ⊔〉|
(7.17)
= (M ⊗ id) ◦ ρ ◦M−1(uj), (7.18)
where M := diag(q2i−N−1−σiν)i. This shows that Mπ(U∞)−∞ commutes with the
coaction of Hc(A(ηRˇq(Xl))) on KG. Hence, it suffices to verify that
π(U∞U∈) =M∈. (7.19)
By Schur’s lemma, we have π(Uν) = ⌋νM for some constant cν ∈ K×. Suppose
X = B,C or D. Using (7.36), we compute
U∞(⊔∞∞) =
N∑
‖=∞
ǫ∞ǫ‖∐∞−‖ηRˇ
(
‖′∞‖ ∞
′
)
= ηRˇ
(
N ∞∞N
)
= η∐.
(7.20)
Using (4.23) and (7.36), we also obtain
U−∞∈ (⊔NN ) = U∞(⊔∞∞) = η∐. (7.21)
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This proves c1 = ηq
N+ν = c−12 , or (7.19) for X = B,C, D. When X = A, (7.19) is
proved by computing the Lyubashenko double of Rˇq(Al) explicitly.
Hereafter, we assume that q2 6= −1 and that λ−1 6= q−1,−q if X = B,C or D.
By (7.5), this implies
KN ⊗KN =
{
Ker(Rˇ− q−1)⊕Ker(Rˇ + q) (X = A)
Ker(Rˇ− q−1)⊕Ker(Rˇ + q)⊕Ker(Rˇ− λ−1) (X = B,C,D)(7.22)
as A(Rˇ)-comodules. To give the definition of the quantized classical groups, we
recall the definition of the (quantum) determinant of A(Rˇ). Let Ω = Ω(Xl) be the
following q-analogue of the exterior algebra:
Ω(Xl) =
{
T (KN)/(Ker(Rˇ− q−1)) (X = A,C)
T (KN)/(Im(Rˇ + q)) (X = B,D).
(7.23)
More explicitly, we have
Ω(Al) =
〈
ui (1 ≤ i ≤ N)
∣∣ u2i = 0, quiuj + ujui = 0 (i < j)〉,
(7.24)
Ω(Xl) =
〈
ui (1 ≤ i ≤ N)
∣∣ u2i = 0 (i 6= (N + 1)/2),
quiuj + ujui = 0 (i < j, i 6= j′), ηi = 0 (1 ≤ i ≤ (N + 1)/2)
〉
(X = B,C,D). (7.25)
Here for X = B, C, D and 1 ≤ i ≤ (N + 1)/2, we set
ηi =

ui′ui + uiui′ − (q − q−1)
∑i−1
j=1 q
j−i+1ujuj′ (X = B,D, i ≤ l)
ul+1ul+1 − (q1/2 − q−1/2)
∑l
j=1 q
j−lujuj′ (X = B, i = l + 1)
ui′ui + q
2uiui′ + (q − q−1)
∑l
j=i+1 q
j−i+1ujuj′ (X = C, i ≤ l). (7.26)
Then Ω(Xl) becomes an A(Rˇq(Xl))-comodule algebra via uj 7→
∑
i ui ⊗ tij . For
0 ≤ r ≤ N , Ωr :=
∑
i1,... ,ir
K≅i1 · · ·≅ir is a
(
N
r
)
-dimensional subcomodule of Ω.
In particular, ΩN = K≅1≅2 . . .≅N is one-dimensional and determines the group-like
element det ∈ A(Rˇ) via the coaction u1 . . . uN 7→ u1 . . . uN ⊗det. For X = B,C,D,
A(Rˇ) has another group-like element quad which is determined by its coaction on
the one-dimensional comodule
Ker(Rˇ− λ−1) = K
∑
i
ǫiq
i+1/2≅i ⊗≅i′ . (7.27)
By [6] Proposition 5.4-5.5 and the universal mapping property of the Hopf closure
and the localization construction, we have
Hc(A(ηRˇq(Al))) ∼= A(ηRˇq(Al))[det−1] =: Fun (GLq(N))η , (7.28)
Hc(A(ηRˇq(Xl))) ∼= A(ηRˇq(Xl))[quad−1] (7.29)
∼= A(ηRˇq(Xl))[det−1] (X = B,C,D). (7.30)
The biideal (det−1) becomes a CQT biideal of A(ηRˇ) if and only if
ηN =
{
q (X = A)
1 (X = B,C,D),
(7.31)
while (quad− 1) becomes a CQT biideal if and only if η = ±1 (cf. [7]).
Now we define the function algebra of the quantized classical groups (cf. [34], [6],
[7]) to be the CQT bialgebras given by
Fun (SLq(N))η = A(ηRˇq(Al))/(det− 1) (ηN = q), (7.32)
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Fun (SOq(N))η = A(ηRˇq(Xl))/(det− 1, quad− 1)
(η = 1 if X = Band η = ±1 if X = D), (7.33)
Fun (Oq(N))η = A(ηRˇq(Xl))/(quad− 1) (η = ±1,X = B,D)
(7.34)
Fun (Spq(N))η = A(ηRˇq(Cl))/(quad− 1) (η = ±1). (7.35)
See [6] for a justification of these definitions in case K = C and q is transcendental
over Q. For Gq = SLq(N), SOq(N), etc., we denote by Fun(Gq) the underlying
bialgebra of Fun(Gq)η, and by R+η,Gq the braiding of Fun(Gq)η. Each of these
algebras has an antipode. For example, the antipode of the algebras given in (7.33)-
(7.35) is given by
S(tij) = ǫiǫj q
i−j tj′i′ . (7.36)
The square of the antipode of the algebras given in (7.28), (7.29), (7.32)-(7.35) is
given by
S2(tij) = q
2(i−j)−(σi−σj)ν tij . (7.37)
Lemma 7.4. Let F be either Hc(A(Rˇ)) or one of the algebras given in (7.32)-
(7.35). Then each of the F -comodules KN, Ker(Rˇ− q−1) and Ker(Rˇ + q) are abso-
lutely irreducible. In particular, F is monogenerated.
Proof. Since K is arbitrary, it suffices to show the irreducibility of these comodules.
Here we give a proof for W := Ker(Rˇq(Cl) + q). To simplify the computation, it is
convenient to identify W with its image via the projection (KN)⊗2 → Ω2.
Following [30], we define Ki, Ei, Fi ∈ F ∗ (1 ≤ i ≤ l) by
Ki = R−η (tii, −), (7.38)
Ei =
{
−η−1(q − q−1)−1R+η (−, ti+1 i) (1 ≤ i < l)
−η−1q−1(q2 − q−2)−1R+η (−, tl+1 l) (i = l),
(7.39)
Fi =
{
η(q − q−1)−1R−η (ti i+1, −) (1 ≤ i < l)
ηq(q2 − q−2)−1R−η (tl l+1, −) (i = l).
(7.40)
Then these elements belong to the dual Hopf algebra F ◦ (cf. [24]) and satisfy
πKN(Ki) = η
−1
N∑
k=1
qδki−δki′Ekk, (7.41)
πKN(Ei) = Ei i+1 − qE(i+1)′ i′ (i < j), πKN(El) = El l+1, (7.42)
πKN(Fi) = Ei+1 i − q−1Ei′ (i+1)′ (i < j), πKN(Fl) = El+1 l,
(7.43)
∆(Ki) = Ki ⊗Ki, (7.44)
∆(Ei) = Ei ⊗K−1i +K−1i+1 ⊗ Ei, ∆(Fi) = Fi ⊗Ki+1 +Ki ⊗ Fi,
(7.45)
where Kl+1 is given by (7.38).
As a 〈Ki〉-module, W is the direct sum of the mutually non-isomorphic, non-
trivial comodulesK≅i≅ג (j 6= i, i′) and the trivial comodule T =
⊕l−1
i=1K(q≅i≅i′−
≅i+1≅(i+1)′). Hence any non-zero subcomodule M of W contains a vector v 6=
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0 which belongs to one of these 〈Ki〉-modules. By verifying T ∩ (
⋂
iKerπ(Ei))
= 0, we see that u1u2 ∈ KEi1 · · ·Eikv for some i1, . . . , ik. Also, by verifying
T =
∑l−1
i=1KFi(≅i≅(i+1)′), we see that u1u2 generates W as an 〈Fi〉-module.
Thus, W is irreducible as a 〈Ki, Ei, Fi〉-module, and also, it is irreducible as an
F -comodule.
Theorem 7.5. (1) Any braidings of Hc(A(Rˇq(Xl))) are either of the form R+η or
of the form (R−η )21, where η ∈ K×.
(2) Let Gq be either SLq(N), SOq(N), Oq(N) or Spq(N). Then, any braiding of
Fun(Gq) is either of the form R+η,Gq or of the form (R−η,Gq )21, where η is as in
(7.32)-(7.35).
Proof. Let Bˇ be a solution of the Yang-Baxter equation, which corresponds to a
braiding of one of the above algebras F . By Lemma 7.4, EndF((KN)⊗2) is spanned
by two or three projections onto eigenspaces of Rˇ, according to X = A or X =
B,C,D. By linear algebra, these projections are polynomials of Rˇ. Therefore, we
have EndF((KN)⊗2) = 〈Rˇ〉. Hence, by the discussions in the proof of Theorem 7.1,
we see that Bˇ is proportional to either Rˇ or Rˇ−1. Thus this theorem follows from
the result of [7] stated above.
Let F be one of the Hopf algebras given in (7.32)-(7.35). We define the cyclic group
Γ = ΓF as follows:
Γ =

Z/NZ (Gq = SLq(N))
Z/2Z (Gq = Oq(N), SOq(2l), Spq(N))
{1} (Gq = SOq(2l+ 1)).
(7.46)
For F = A(Rˇ) and Hc(A(Rˇ)), we also set ΓF = Z. Since det ∈ AN(Rˇ) and
quad ∈ A2(Rˇ), the grading A(Rˇ) =
⊕
n An(Rˇ) naturally induces a Γ-grading of
F satisfying the properties stated in Proposition 2.1 (2). Now we can restate our
classification theorems for braidings as follows.
Corollary 7.6. Let F be one of the bialgebras treated in Theorem 7.1 and Theorem
7.5 and let Γ be the cyclic group defined as above. Then, any braiding of F is
either of the form R+χ or of the form (R−χ )21, where χ is as in Proposition 2.1.
In particular, MRib(F) does not depend on the choice of the braiding of F (cf.
Proposition 6.3).
Next, we give the classification theorem of the ribbon functionals for the algebras
given in (7.32)-(7.35).
Lemma 7.7. Let M± be as in (7.16). Then we have
M±(det) = (±1)N, M±(quad) = 1. (7.47)
Proof. We calculate
M±(det)u1 · · · uN = πΩN(M±)(⊓∞ · · · ⊓N ) = (M±⊓∞) · · · (M±⊓N )
=
∏
i
(±q2i−N−1−σiν)u1 · · ·uN = (±1)Nu1 · · ·uN . (7.48)
The proof of the second formula is similar.
In view of the universal mapping property of the Hopf closure, we see that we may
replace A(ηRˇ) in (7.32)-(7.35) with Hc(A(ηRˇ)). Hence, as an immediate conse-
quence of Proposition 6.8 and the lemma above, we obtain the following.
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Theorem 7.8. (1) Let Gq be either SLq(N), SOq(N) or Spq(N), and let p :
Hc(A(ηRˇq(Xl)))→ Fun(Gq)η denote the projection. Then we have
MRib (Fun(Gq)η) =

{M+ ◦ √, M− ◦ √} (N ∈ 2Z)
{M+ ◦ √} (N ∈ 1 + 2Z), (7.49)
where η is as in (7.32)-(7.35).
(2) We have
MRib
(
Fun (Oq(N))±1
)
= {M+ ◦ ∇, M− ◦ ∇}, (7.50)
where r : Hc(A(±Rˇq(Xl)))→ Fun (Oq(N))±1 denotes the projection.
8. SOS algebras
Let N ≥ 2 and L ≥ 2 be integers. Let C be an C-abelian semisimple rigid
monoidal category whose simple objects Lλ are indexed by the following set of
partitions:
V = VNL :=
{
λ = (λ, . . . , λN) ∈ ZN
∣∣ L ≥ λ1 ≥ · · · ≥ λN = 0}. (8.1)
We say that C is an SU(N)L-category if the structure constants of its Grothendiek
ring agree with the fusion rules Nνλµ of SU(N)L-WZW models. The SU(N)L-
categories play crucial roles to construct SU(N)L-topological quantum field the-
ories, or corresponding invariants of 3-manifolds (cf. [37]). It is known that two
SU(N)L-categories are equivalent to each other up to a “twist” of the associativity
constraint (cf. Kazhdan-Wenzl [23]).
In [15], we have constructed a coribbon Hopf VNL-face algebra S = S(AN−1; t)ǫ
such that ComfS is an SU(N)L-category. In this section, we determine the braiding
and the ribbon structure of ComfS or equivalently, those of S (cf. Proposition 3.1).
To begin with, we recall the definition of SU(N)L-SOS model. For each 1 ≤ i ≤
N , we set iˆ = (δ1i, . . . , δNi) ∈ ZN. For m ≥ 0, we define the subset Gm of Vm+1 by
G
m = Vm+1 ∩ {p = (λ | i1, . . . , im) ∣∣ λ ∈ V, ≤ , . . . , ≤ N}, (8.2)
where for λ ∈ ZN and 1 ≤ i1, . . . , im ≤ N , we set
(λ | i1, . . . , im) = (λ, λ + iˆ1, . . . , λ+ iˆ1 + · · ·+ iˆm), (8.3)
and we identify (λ1 + 1, · · · , λN + 1) ∈ ZN with λ ∈ V. Then (V,G) defines an
oriented graph G = GN,L and G
m is identified with the set of paths of G of length
m. For p = (λ | i, j), we set p† = (λ | j, i) and d(p) = λi − λj + j − i. We define
subsets G2[→], G2[ ↓ ] and G2[ց] of G2 by
G2[→] = {p ∈ G2 ∣∣ p† = p}, G2[ ↓ ] = {p ∈ G2 ∣∣ p† 6∈ G}, (8.4)
G2[ց] = {p ∈ G2 ∣∣ p 6= p† ∈ G}. (8.5)
Let t ∈ C be a primitive 2(N + L)-th root of 1. Let ǫ be either 1 or −1 and ζ a
nonzero parameter. We define a star-triangular face model (G,N,,ǫ) = (GN,L,N,,ǫ,ζ)
by setting
wN,t,ǫ
[
λ λ+ iˆ
λ+ iˆ λ+ iˆ+ jˆ
]
= −ζ−1t−d(p) 1
[d(p)]
, (8.6)
wN,t,ǫ
[
λ λ+ iˆ
λ+ jˆ λ+ iˆ+ jˆ
]
= ζ−1ǫ
[d(p)− 1]
[d(p)]
, (8.7)
wN,t,ǫ
[
λ λ+ kˆ
λ+ kˆ λ+ 2kˆ
]
= ζ−1t (8.8)
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for each p = (λ | i, j) ∈ G[ց] ∐ G[ ↓ ] and (λ | k, k) ∈ G[→], where [n] = (tn −
t−n)/(t − t−1) for each n ∈ Z. We call (G,N,,ǫ) SU(N)L-SOS model (without
spectral parameter) [19]. Now the SU(N)L-SOS algebra S(AN−1; t)ǫ is defined as
the following quotient of the FRT construction A(wN,t,ǫ):
S(AN−1; t)ǫ := A(wN,t,ǫ)/(det−1), (8.9)
where the group-like element det =
∑
λ,µ∈V det
(
λ
µ
)
of A(wN,t,ǫ) is defined by
det
(
λ
µ
)
=
D(µ)
D(λ)
∑
p∈GN
λλ
(−ǫ)L(p)+L(q)e
(
p
q
)
. (8.10)
Here q denotes an arbitrary element of GNµµ, and L : G → Z≥0 and D(λ) ∈ C are
given by
L(λ | , . . . , ) = Card{(k, l)|1 ≤ k < l ≤ N, ik < il}, (8.11)
D(λ) =
∏
1≤i<j≤N
[d(λ | i, j)]
[d(0 | i, j)] (λ ∈ V). (8.12)
The canonical braiding of A(wN,t,ǫ,ζ) induces the braiding R+ζ of S(AN−1; t)ǫ if
and only if ζ satisfies ζN = ǫN−1t. The face algebra S(AN−1; t)ǫ has an antipode
whose square is given by
S2
(
e
(
p
q
))
=
D(r(p))D(s(q))
D(s(p))D(r(q))
e
(
p
q
)
(p,q ∈ G, ≥ 0). (8.13)
The S-comodule KG is irreducible, while the S-comodule KG has the irreducible
decomposition:
KG = Ker(wN,t,ǫ,ζ − ζ−1t)⊕Ker(wN,t,ǫ,ζ + ζ−1t−1). (8.14)
The proof of the following result is quite similar to that of Theorem 7.5 and Takeuchi
[35] Lemma 2.4, hence we omit it.
Theorem 8.1. Any braiding of S(AN−1; t)ǫ is either of the form R+ζ or of the
form (R−ζ )21, where ζ denotes a solution of ζN = ǫN−1t.
Similarly to Corollary 7.6, we can rewrite the result above in terms of the Z/NZ-
grading of S(AN−1; t)ǫ induced by A(wN,t,ǫ) =
⊕
n An(wN,t,ǫ).
Theorem 8.2. When N is odd, S(AN−1; t)ǫ has exactly one ribbon functional.
The corresponding modified ribbon functional M+ is given by
M+ =
∑
‖,l∈V
D(l)
D(‖)
◦
⌉‖⌉l. (8.15)
When N is even, S(AN−1; t)ǫ has exactly two ribbon functionals. The corresponding
modified ribbon functionals M± are given by (8.15) and〈
M−, ⌉
(
p
q
)〉
= δpq(−1)mD(r(p))
D(s(p))
(p,q ∈ G, ≥ 0). (8.16)
Proof. By Theorem 6.7, we have MRib(Hc(A(wN,t,ǫ))) = {Φ(±M)}, where M ∈
GL(KG) is given by Mp = D(r(p))D(s(p))−1p (p ∈ G). Since〈
Φ(±M), e
(
p
q
)〉
=
(
±δp1q1
D(r(p1))
D(s(p1))
)
· · ·
(
±δpmqm
D(r(pm))
D(s(pm))
)
=(±1)mδpqD(r(p))
D(s(p))
for each p = (p1 . . .pm), q = (q1, . . .qm) ∈ G, we have
〈Φ(±M), det−1〉 = Card(V)((±)N − ). (8.17)
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By Proposition 6.8, this proves the assertion.
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